Using numbers to unravel the history of your old Dutch barge
Old Dutch barges will have one or two identification numbers. These numbers help to find
the history of the ship.
Firstly a measurement number and secondly the registration code of the Dutch Land
Registry Office.

1. Measurement number (Dutch: 'meetnummer' or 'ijkmerk' or 'ijk')
The ship is measured to find the maximum safe submersion and hence the tonnage, length and
width of the ship. A ship has to be measured as soon as modifications are made that influence the
dimensions.
The number was chiseled in the side of the ship at minimum 4 places - about 1/5th from the rear
end and from the bow at both sides, in a rectangle of which the bottom indicates the
maximum submersion. Nowadays only the rectangles are applied and the number only in one place
somewhere near the stern of the ship.

The ijk rectangles on this barge are painted
white.

See the number, R3876N, below the rubbing strip
('berghout')
The ijk consists of a letter (short for the place where the office of the Government agency
executing the measurements was situated e.g. H stands for The Hague), a sequence number like
2604 and N for Nederland so you should see H2604N in the rectangle.
With this number (or even part of it) you can find the data of the measurement in the LSD database :
Fill in in the first field and find the data of the measurement and hence the particulars of the
ship including very often the owner at the date of measurement, the shipyard and the year of
building.

In the case of H2604N you’ll find a ship named Terra Nova, firstly in an overview.

Click on the magnifying glass to see the details...

Here is the actual LSD entry for the barge.
Click on the name of the shipyard and find the particulars of the yard.
Click on previous (’vorige’) or following (’volgende’) measurement and find more of the
history.
Click on H1959_122 and view the scan of the original registration in the ledger of the Agency.
At the end of the result screen you’ll find the ’brandmerk’, the registration code of the
Kadaster (see next) if available.
Note that you can search with other data than the measurement number. If the number is
unknown you can for example search on the dimensions, the year of build, the shipyard etc.

2. Registration code (Dutch: 'Brandmerk') with which the ship is registered at the
Kadaster (Land Registry Office).
This number is usually chiseled somewhere near the stern of the ship, on the wheelhouse
for example, a hatch, near the rudder, on the back of the deckhouse, but never on the side
of the ship!

Example of a ’brandmerk’.
The Brandmerk consists of a sequence number, an indication of the type of ship, an
abbreviation of the place the Kadaster office was situated and the year of registration e.g.
781 B LEID 1929 so the 781st ship registered in LEIDen, an inland vessel (B for
Binnenvaart) registered in 1927. Recently scans of the registration data have been linked
to the measurement data. You can search via the database with (part of) the brandmerk.
The Kadaster wrote a summary of the data for each registration on a card. The front was
for details on the ship and the owner, the back contained data on mortgages. Also a
special report was made up when the ’brandmerk’ was applied to the ship. This report,
called Getuigschrift (Certificate) sometimes recorded the previous (pre-1927) ’brandmerk’.
It takes a bit of deciphering but all relevant info is there. However it is as good as it is
supplied to the Kadaster: they only recorded what was sent to them, they did not actively
searched for data. An annotated example can be found here: front, back and certificate.
Front of Card:-

Back of Card:-

Certificate:-

3. Scheepsmetingsdienst and Kadaster

The Government agency executing the measurements is called the
Scheepsmetingsdienst and was situated in various places across the country. This list
gives the places and abbreviation of the name of the town. Eventually (the measurements
started in 1898) all offices were merged and moved to Rotterdam. Nowadays it is part of
the ’Inspectie Leefomgeving en Transport’ (ILenT) (https://www.ilent.nl/). Note that the
earlier Amsterdam measurements might have ’Am’ as abbreviation. Later on it became just
’A’. In the database only ’A’ is used. As of 1989 measurements are stored in the computer
of the Scheepsmetingsdienst en not all of these data can be found in the database LSD.
The Kadaster (Land Registry Office) was situated in various places across the country
and eventually all offices for the registration of vessels were concentrated in Rotterdam
and no office abbreviation is used anymore. Find a list of offices and abbreviations. The
registration of all vessels started in 1927 and as of 1994 the registration is no longer on
paper so not directly available via the database LSD.
Note that the official ’s-Hage and ’s-Bosch has been abbreviated to sHag en sBosch in the
database so when searching e.g. for ”25 B ’s-Hage” use ”25 B sHage” and for ”17 B ’sBosch 1927” use ”17 B sBosch 1927”.
Kadaster offices
For an example of a ships history see Blue Flag 132 December 2018 and Blue Flag 133
Februari 2019.
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